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ABSTRACT 
Sprego is a programming approach in spreadsheet environments, which is firmly supported by unplugged and 
semi-unplugged tools for better comprehension. In the present paper we provide details of how authentic 
webpage-tables support real world problem solving and serve as semi-unplugged tools. 
method is generally accepted in communicating the great ideas of computer 
science. However, we have found that the variation and the right proportion of unplugged and semi-unplugged 
tools can serve these great ideas also satisfy 
must clarify the misconception that both programming and end-user activities start when the computer is switched 
on. Beyond this, we provide details of our experience on how data management and end-user programming in 
spreadsheet environments can be introduced and supported with semi-unplugged tools. 
Along with previously suggested ideas, we have found that teaching algorithms and programming in spreadsheet 
environments are both equally possible, ng in 
spreadsheets, we developed the Sprego  Spreadsheet Lego  high mathability programming approach and 
language. The semi-unplugged tools, which we rely on heavily in Sprego, are authentic data arranged in tables 
primarily downloaded from the Internet and/or collected by students. The authentic tables allow both teachers
and students to make a deep analysis of the content and structure of the data, to recognize data types, convert files,
formulate tasks and problems based on the data, and finally to discuss and debug the problem solving processes
and solutions. Most of these processes can be supported by providing the tables in printed form  either on paper or
on digital devices , prior to or alongside the coding process. One further feature of Sprego is the extensive use of
composite functions. With this other semi-unplugged approach the discussion and debugging of solutions are
strongly supported and it allows students to share the great ideas of computer sciences, and to develop
computational thinking and algorithmic skills.
INTRODUCTION 
Spreadsheets are everywhere in modern 
business, from the smallest organisations to 
the largest and most complex.  
(ICAEW [SCF], 2016) 
It is wildly accepted that spreadsheets are pervasive, particularly among finance users (ICAEW [SCF], 2016); 
however, recent research in education has proved that (1) spreadsheets can be used in much wider contexts 
(Kadijevic, 2013; Angeli, 2013; Csernoch, 2017), (2) education and training can start from early ages in school 
a), and (3) they are programming interfaces (Hubwieser, 2004; 
Schneider, 2004, 2005; Elliott, 2007; Wakeling, 2007; Sestoft, 2011; Csernoch, 2014, 2017; 
, 2017b). 
Beyond the opportunities contained within spreadsheets, we are faced with several problems related to both their 
use and the way they are taught. The consequences of inappropriate spreadsheet use in finance is wildly researched 
and analyzed, due to the serious losses originating from erroneous spreadsheet documents ([Horror Stories], 2017; 
Panko, 2013, 2015; Panko & Port, 2013). One of the reasons for this failure is clearly stated in the Spreadsheet 
Competency Framework (SCF): Spreadsheet skills are often learned ad hoc  almost two-thirds of Excel 
Community users are self-taught  and many users are unaware of their own true competency. Novices are 
generally overconfident; experts tend to sell themselves short. (ICAEW [SCF], 2016). Among several other 
reasons it has been shown (Panko, 2013, 2015; Panko & Port, 2013; Kadijevic 2013; Kruger & Dunning, 1999) 
that spreadsheet education is almost invisible to ICT professionals and computer sciences (CS) and/or thought to 
involve boring routine tasks in general educational contexts (Gove, 2012, 2014). These misconceptions would 
explain the poorly developed and utilized spreadsheet documents and their negatives consequences. Recognizing 
the lack of spreadsheet competences, again in a financial context, the ICAEW have published the Twenty 
principles for good spreadsheet practice the second edition of it (ICAEW [20 Principles], 2016), and the 
Spreadsheet competency framework. A structure for classifying spreadsheet ability in finance professionals
(ICAEW [SCF], 2016). These documents are to be warmly welcomed since they provide the bases for further 
research in spreadsheet competences. 
However, we have found that the ICAEW documents support neither the programming aspect of spreadsheets nor 
the development of computational thinking (Wing, 2006). They rather focus on the tools within these frameworks 
and support the idea that typical spreadsheet users just want to use a power tool, with the craft coming later. This is 
ach to spreadsheets, where software is primarily taught with a 
technocentric and decontextualized focus (Angeli, 2013). In view of all these misconceptions, we have published 
the Edu-Edition of the Spreadsheet Competency Framework (E2 c), where the focus is 
on the development of computational thinking, high-mathability computer problem solving, and knowledge 
transfer  in general, the future competences of the digital world (Davies et al., 2011). 
Within the framework of the E2SCF we and our colleagues have developed several unplugged (Csernoch, 2016; 
-unplugged tools ( ) to introduce spreadsheet 
programming in schools. In the present paper we focus on several semi-unplugged tools to support real world 
problem solving in spreadsheet programming. These are primarily based on authentic tables whose sources are 
webpages containing tables or imitations of tables and/or the private collections of students/teachers. 
AUTHENTIC TABLES FOR SPREADSHEET PROGRAMMING 
As mentioned in the previous section, one of the main reasons for spreadsheet failures is a lack of motivation. 
Students are not interested in mindless and decontextualized data; they prefer contexts which are interesting and 
sources of real information retrieval. In the following we present webpages, their converted spreadsheet versions, 
tasks and games developed on these tables, and examples of the webpage spreadsheet conversion (W S). 
One further advantage of using authentic tables as a data source is that this approach extensively supports 
knowledge transfer: (1) the boring act of typing is replaced by handling files of various formats, which is one of the 
crucial elements of ICT studies, (2) the normalization of the tables leads to basic database management 
knowledge, (3) the conversion process requires algorithmic skills, which are the bases for further studies in ICT 
and computer sciences, especially in programming, and (4) through the contexts of these tables a close link is built 
with other sciences and subjects. 
TABLE EXAMPLES 
nd within this framework they are interested in movies, music, 
and video games. We have found that they frequently use the IMDB (Internet Movie Database) charts, so we 
introduced one of these tables into our spreadsheet classes ([IMDB], 2013). However, the recently available 
webpage contains one fewer column (Figure 1, left), so we use an older version, downloaded in 2013 which is 
available in our collection of Sprego tables ([Sprego tables], 2017; Figure 1, right; Figure 8). 
Figure 1: The IMDB Top Rated Movies webpage (retrieved in 2017, left) and its spreadsheet version (retrieved in 
2013, right). 
In recent years students have become interested in the subject of healthy and nutritious foods, weight gain and 
obesity, and so they like to see calorie tables (Figure 2, Figure 9). Another favorite source of data and information 
are local food webpages (Figure 14  Figure 16). 
Figure 2: The Les calories webpage (left) and its normalized spreadsheet version (right). 
The most frequently searched and eagerly received contents include tables dealing with countries, and their 
statistical extremes (the largest, the highest, the smallest, etc.), data which is not obvious and/or is unique 
(complete lists of various subjects, war losses, expenses, life expectancy rates, etc.), as well as lottery tables, and 
various board games ([Sprego tables], 2017). In the present paper the Countries of the World  and the Word 
Heritage Sites  tables are introduced. The Countries table is retrievable from the Hungarian school leaving exams 
([Countries], 2004; [Sprego tables], 2017; Figure 3), primarily prepared as a source for database management but 
serving our purposes just as well. Originally, it contains the name, the continent, the area, and the population 
(divided by thousand) of each country. In the modified version an index field was added to the table to clearly 
demonstrate the difference between the spreadsheet row numbers and the indexes of items of vectors. In our 
practice we refer to this semi-  printed on screen, not on paper  
(Figure 3), since we use it for manual data retrieval, building and checking algorithms, and debugging. 
Figure 3: The -unplugged version of the Countries table. 
In close connection with the Countries table, one of the most interesting tables is the World Heritage List, which 
contains data of heritage sites (Figure 4) in seven fields of various data types. Beyond its valuable content, the 
process of converting the table involves various elements of ICT (Figure 12), and as such supports knowledge 
transfer, which is one of our main concerns in relation to future competences (Davies et al., 2011). 
Figure 4: The table of the World Heritage Site webpage (left) and its converted spreadsheet version (right). 
Sports tables are also great favorites. For the present paper we selected an ATP table ([ATP], 2015; Figure 5 and 
Figure 6), which is generally accepted by both girls and boys. The content of the table offers a wide range of 
information retrieval tasks, deals with various data types, and the conversion process is extremely challenging and 
leads to webpage development and design. The details of the conversion are beyond the scope of the present paper; 
however, similar to the Heritage table, the question of the automated data type recognition in spreadsheets is 
mentioned in the corresponding section (Figure 13). 
Figure 5: The table of the ATP Scores & Stats 2015 webpage. 
Figure 6: The converted version of the ATP Scores & Stats 2015 table. 
As mentioned above, local food outlets are popular among our students. The selected webpage is one of the leading 
pastry shops in our hometown so everyone in our close environment knows it ([Cakes], 2017). The webpage turned 
out to be one of our best resources since it is convertible either with spreadsheets or word processors and 
fundamental algorithms can be taught alongside the conversion processes (the conversion process is detailed in the 
SEMI-AUTOMATED W S CONVERSION  section of the present paper). 
Figure 7: a spreadsheet table 
(right). 
TASKS AND GAMES 
Our novel method for computer supported real world problem solving in spreadsheets is based on the effective and 
efficient methodologies used in other subjects, especially mathematics and programming, further developed to 
create an introductory end-user programming environment and approach, and was introduced as Sprego 
programming  Spreadsheet Lego  in 2014 (Csernoch, 2014). Consequently, in Sprego problem solving starts 
with data analysis. Since young students are much more competent with strings than numbers we have found that 
introductory tasks should be based on strings rather than on 
to spreadsheets (ICAEW [SCF], 2016; Kalchman & Koedinger, 2005; Blanton & Kaput, 2011; Section 
TEACHING MATERIALS). 
All the selected tables contain text fields but among them the IMDB serves as the best introductory table. In the 
IMDB table it is obvious that in the converted version of column C contains two data of different types, so they 
have to be separated and displayed in two columns. (The details of the solution are beyond the scope of the present 
paper; however, it is available in one of our previously published papers ( ).) Similar tasks 
can be formulated either in the IMDB or in the other data tables. In the Cakes table (Figure 7) the Torta field has 
two types of data  the name and the product code , although in some cases the code is missing. In the ATP table 
(Figure 6) the names of the doubles winners can be separated, while handling the currencies is a challenging 
problem, suitable for advanced users. 
Figure 8: The normalized IMDB table and two tasks based on the new data table. Task 1: The number of movies 
released between two years. The years are the input values of the task, provided by the user in cells G2 and G3 and 
the output is a sentence with the two years and the calculated number. Task 2: A title is selected from the 
combobox and the formula calculates the year and displays it in a whole sentence. 
Once these data are separated  the titles and the years in the IMDB table , in addition to string problems, all the 
introduced in Figure 8 in rows 253 and 254. These two problems are rather for intermediate users; consequently, 
for novices simpler, and for advanced users, more complex tasks can be formulated. 
The Calories table  retrieved from the Les calories webpage  holds two columns of data. In the first column the 
categories and the foods are listed, while in the second we have an empty string and calories, respectively 
(Figure 2, categories are highlighted in green). With these data we can create a spreadsheet calories calculator 
(Figure 9). The calculator uses categories as major items. Each category contains a combobox and a slide bar. A 
combobox lists all the foods in the respective category derived from the data table. The slide bar is an additional 
object to each category, where we can select the amount of food. Based on these data the calculator displays the 
calories for each selected food, adds them, and displays the sumproduct in cell I774. One further feature of the 
calculator is the ability to set a limit. If the sumproduct, based on the calories of the selected items and the amount, 
exceeds the limit, the cell changes its color. 
Figure 9: A spreadsheet calories calculator, based on the table of the Les-calories webpage. 
The country-capital quiz  can be used in geography classes but its creation requires several fundamental 
programming algorithms which are better handled in ICT and/or CS classes ching in 
several different tasks can be formulated and introduced in classes. In the present paper one of the 
most advanced versions is presented, where various spreadsheet tools are applied: a combobox for selecting the 
country, an IF() function for varying the output text in cell H4, a formula to calculate the capital of the selected 
country (various versions of the MATCH(), INDEX(), and INDEX(MATCH()) functions), a concatenation 
operator or function for creating the sentence of strings and calculated values, and conditional formatting to color 
 
Figure 10: A country-capital quiz  based on the Countries table. The country selected from the combobox (left), 
text (capital city) is typed in H6. If the answer is correct a whole sentence is displayed in green; if not, an error 
message in red is displayed in cell H4; if H6 is empty, H4 is also left empty. 
SEMI-AUTOMATED W S CONVERSION 
The conversion process of the webpages might seem a one-step process since spreadsheets open webpages. 
However, we have experienced in several cases that these tables are manipulated: neither the table nor the 
paragraph structure is clear. Beyond these hidden errors, it is obvious that the differences in the syntax and in the 
language setup of spreadsheets and operating systems, along with the automated data recognition, might result in 
serious data losses (e.g. see Figure 12 and Figure 13). 
A version independent conversion process officially requires nothing more than the opening of the webpage in a 
spreadsheet and then that it is saved in spreadsheet format. However, this method only works in theory, since the 
additional objects, formats, and the automated data type recognition of spreadsheets might result in a chaotic table 
and/or data losses, respectively (Figure 12 and Figure 13). To get rid of the additional objects and formats a text 
file would serve best. However, in several cases we have to apply more software which can create the text file but 
does not change the content (Figure 11). Word processing programs were found to be the most convenient for our 
purposes. Considering all these points, the major steps of the conversion process are mapped in Figure 11. We are 
or less-limited conversion options of the different spreadsheets versions, 
but our goal is to present a less software-dependent, general purpose algorithm of the process. 
Figure 11: The major steps of the webpage spreadsheet (W S) conversion process. 
As is shown in Figure 11, the algorithm of the conversion process is primarily concerned with handling different 
file types with the Open and the Save As commands. Clear
document and in most cases requires well developed algorithmic skills. The complexity of the document and the 
algorithm on which the webpage is built formulate the algorithm. In several cases the clearing phase is broken 
down into smaller units, and can be inserted between any of the [opening, saving] blocks and repeated various 
times. 
This method of the conversion is semi-automated in the sense that the major commands are carried out manually, 
while each step is automated and as such can be applied to a clearly defined section of the data. In word processors 
the clearing is primarily carried out with the Replace command (Figure 12) and/or with the table tabulator table 
conversions (Figure 15 and Figure 16), while in spreadsheets formulas have to be created to handle the data 
conversion (for further details see the Conversion with spreadsheet formulas  section of the present paper; 
Csernoch, 2014). 
Handling thousand separator and decimal characters 
Figure 12: The World Heritage page is opened in English (left), opened/imported in European (middle) 
spreadsheets without intervention, and opened and cleared in a word processor  the commas were removed with a 
Replace command (right). 
In Figure 12 in an English spreadsheet all the small numbers  less than 1000  are recognized as numbers, while 
the others with commas are converted to strings but no data are lost. In the European version the numbers with one 
comma are divided by 1000 while the others are converted to strings, and the small numbers are converted properly 
to numbers. The English version can be handled in spreadsheets since the commas can be removed either by the 
Replace command or the SUBSTITUTE() function and then the data can be converted into numbers (Csernoch, 
. Due to the loss of data, the European version cannot be handled in spreadsheets 
without first creating the text file in a word processor. By opening the table in a word processor in the Property 
column the commas can be replaced with the empty string. Following the replacement the table has to be converted 
into a text file, which can be opened in spreadsheets. While creating the text file we have to take into account the 
fact that the table contains several non-ASCII characters; consequently, the encoding has to be changed to 
Unicode. 
Figure 13: The ATP text file opened in a spreadsheet allows automated data type recognition. In column I the 
conversion of the currency leads to a loss of data. In cells I8, I15, and I65 the original values are replaced by their 
1000th; beyond this, in I65 the value is rounded. 
To stop the automated data type conversion we have to open the text file in a 
General data type to Text (Step 3). With this option all the data in the selected column 
is converted to text (Figure 6). 
Conversion with spreadsheet formulas 
The conversion of the Cakes webpage ([Cakes], 2017; Figure 14) can be carried out both in spreadsheets and word 
processors. Both of them have their own algorithms, and the choice made is based on the pedagogical aims of the 
task. 
Figure 14: The Cakes webpage opened and cleared in a word processor (left) and converted into a normalized 
table with spreadsheet functions (right). The version shown has three columns: column B: cake and code (optional) 
data type: string , column C: price  data type: string , column D: price  data type: number , and the
non-significant data are removed  .
All the conversions start with data analysis, as follows (Figure 14). 
The features of the spreadsheet table: 
each cake occupies 5 rows
the 1st row of the block holds the name of the cake (for advanced users: occasionally, the code of the
cake), data type: string
the 2nd row of the block holds the price of the cake, data type: originally string but should be converted to
number (currency)
the other rows can be ignored
the original position of the cakes and prices can be calculated from the row number of the new position
all the prices a Space character at the end of the string
at the end of the names there is a Space character
The algorithm of the spreadsheet conversion: 
calculating the row number of the new position: n
calculating the original position of the cakes/prices: (n  or (n
displaying the cakes/prices
converting the prices to numbers
calculating the length of the string
calculating the length of the number
displaying the numbers from the left of the string
substituting the dot with the empty string
converting the string to number
formatting the currency
The coding of the spreadsheet conversion with Sprego: 
{=ROW()}
{=(ROW()-2)*5+1}
{=INDEX(A2:A284,(ROW()-2)*5+1)}
The coding of the string number conversion with Sprego: 
{=LEN(C2:C58)}
{=LEN(C2:C58)-4}
{=LEFT(C2:C58,LEN(C2:C58)-4)}
{=SUBSTITUTE(LEFT(C2:C58,LEN(C2:C58)-4),".","")}
 
Conversion with a word processor 
Figure 15: The Cakes table opened in a word processor (left), the 5-line blocks converted into a 5-column table, in 
which 3 columns are deleted (middle), and the characters removed from the numbers (right) 
The algorithm of the word processor conversion: 
the text (Figure 15, left) is converted into a 5-column table
3 columns with the unnecessary data are deleted (Figure 15, middle)
dots are removed from the numbers
the  (Figure 15, right)
The coding of the string number conversion in word processor: 
From Text to Table, the number of columns set to 5, 
3 columns are deleted (Figure 15, middle)
the column of numbers is selected and dots are replaced with nothing
-braking-
(Figure 15, right)
From Table to Text, the separator character is Tab
 (Figure 16, left)
Save as text file, code: Unicode (UTF-8)
Figure 16: The two data of the Cakes table separated with a Tab character (left); the converted table opened in a 
spreadsheet (right) 
CONCLUSIONS 
Our present paper offers and refers to various semi-unplugged tools introduced in our classroom practice to 
support Sprego programming. Sprego  Spreadsheet Lego  is a programming approach in spreadsheet 
environments, using those tools available in user-friendly interfaces which support programming, algorithm 
building, the development of computational thinking, computer supported problem solving, and knowledge 
transfer, all of which are the competences of the future. 
One of the primary features of Sprego is that it focuses on real world problem solving and as such requires various 
authentic contents organized into tables. The main source of the tables is the Internet or the private collections of 
students and/or teachers. In the present paper we have provided examples of tables retrieved from webpages which 
were found to be interesting and motivating for students. The most popular tables contain data relating to extremes, 
local food outlets, board games, and sports, but any special data table would be appropriate for Sprego if it contains 
real world data and students are interested in it. 
In addition to presenting the tables, we dealt with their conversion, the advantages and disadvantages of the 
automated data type recognition of spreadsheets, and how we can handle these problems. A conversion of a 
webpage-table is detailed, where both the spreadsheet and the word processor solutions presented. However, we 
must emphasize that the form in which a table is presented in the class plays a fundamental role in teaching 
end-user programming and algorithms. It is always part of a teacher s competence to select the version of the table 
which best s and the pedagogical aims of the classes. 
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